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PRESIDENT’S PERSPECTIVE
 Chapel is the heartbeat of a Christian university. Visit Cedarville at 
10 a.m. on any weekday, and you’ll see our heart beating strong. 
You’ll join a student body coming together to worship King Jesus 
and to learn from His Word. You’ll experience 50 minutes filled 
with life, laughter, faith, songs, tears, power, wisdom, community, 
and Scripture. 
Other Christian universities may have allowed chapel to fade from the priority of the busy campus 
schedule. We have determined to maintain our commitment to a daily gathering required for all 
undergraduate students. 
Chapel is the pivot on which each of our students’ 1,000 days on our campus turns. This is the place 
where we remember who we are as the people of God, joining together to praise Him and learn from 
His Word, and to build each other up in the faith.
What happens in chapel each day becomes the common thread in conversations that take place in 
the dining hall, or in discipleship groups, or in the locker room before practices or games. It sets the 
tone for life at Cedarville.
And it’s a life-changing time. You’ll read in the pages of this issue of Cedarville Magazine how chapel 
became a turning point for our alumni, moving them to surrender their relationships, their futures, and 
their plans to God’s will, trusting that He is the good Father for whom there is no sacrifice too great.
This is the time when future preachers of the Gospel receive experience delivering expository 
messages to their peers. And before they ever arrive on the platform, they have been prepared for this 
role through mentoring and discipleship by faculty and staff.
This is the place where we emphasize, as I have during my series on Ephesians called ID: In Christ, 
that our ultimate value and worth come not from our achievements, our careers, or the estimation of 
others, but from what Scripture says about those united with Christ.
No longer forsaken, we are chosen. No longer orphaned, we are adopted. No longer guilty, we 
are forgiven. No longer enslaved, we are redeemed. No longer rejected, we are accepted. No longer 
despised, we are loved. 
We must counter the lies of the devil with the truth of the Gospel. 
I pray that as you read this spring issue of Cedarville Magazine, you will be reminded of the impact 
of chapel on your own life, or prompted to pray at 9:55 a.m. each weekday for life transformation for 
our students during those remarkable moments we share together. I welcome you to join us for chapel 
in person or via livestream at cedarville.edu/chapel and see God at work. 
In Christ,
 
Thomas White, President
 cedarville.edu/president
 @DrThomasWhite
 facebook.com/DrThomasWhite
 instagram.com/drthomaswhite/
 linkedin.com/in/jthomaswhite
 Subscribe at drthomaswhite.com
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AS TOLD TO MICHELE (CUMMINGS) SOLOMON ’91   Sometimes, one particular 
chapel stands out as life-transforming. Hear from some of our alumni about their most 
memorable moments.
 20  CHAPEL: PLATFORM FOR PRESIDENTS
J. MURRAY MURDOCH   Cedarville Presidents Jeremiah, Dixon, Brown, and White 
have all maintained the priority of chapel, seeing it as a cornerstone to Cedarville’s 
main purpose: preparing godly men and women to make a difference in their careers 
and communities.
 26  TRAINING GROUND
CLEM BOYD   Student chaplains have the opportunity to grow their expositional 
preaching skills throughout the school year on the Jeremiah Chapel stage. But before 
they walk to the podium, they’ve experienced intentional and formative investment by 
faculty and staff. 
 6  LIFE TOGETHER
JON WOOD   From rich God-honoring worship, to the powerful exegesis of the 
Scriptures, to the life-changing testimonies of our speakers, chapel brings 
Cedarville together like no other experience on campus.
 2  CHAPEL: THE HEARTBEAT OF CAMPUS
THOMAS WHITE   Chapel at Cedarville University is part of the normal ebb and flow 
of the 1,000 days every student spends on campus. But why is such a priority placed 
on this daily gathering of the student body?
Let the WORD OF CHRIST dwell in you richly, 
TEACHING AND ADMONISHING one another in all 
wisdom, SINGING PSALMS and hymns and spiritual songs, 
with THANKFULNESS in your hearts to God.
Colossians 3:16
BY THOMAS WHITE
Chapel. The word sparks vastly different emotions. 
For some, the first word that comes to mind 
is “skip.” For most Cedarville alumni, Christ Is 
All I Need, “Have an awesome day in Christ,” or 
another oft-repeated phrase may come to mind. 
At Cedarville, chapel is synonymous with “the 
heartbeat of campus” and in this article, I hope to 
show you why. 
If you sat through four years of chapel at 
Cedarville, you probably already understand. 
If you haven’t, you probably think we’re crazy. 
Chapel five days a week? Why? Who wants to 
listen to that much preaching? 
COMMUNITY
Chapel forms a common bond amongst our 
Cedarville family. We all hear the same inspiring 
testimony, experience the Spirit moving mightily 
through a song, feel encouraged by thousands of 
voices singing in unison with hands raised high, 
and undergo genuine life transformation through 
the power of the Word passionately preached. This 
shared experience bonds our campus together 
like nothing else. It creates community. It sparks 
conversation. It unites us. It reminds us why we’re 
here. Chapel provides one place — dare I say, the 
central place — where God works and moves in 
the hearts and minds of our campus, changing 
wrong thoughts, convicting us of sin, encouraging 
the broken-hearted, and calling many to be saved 
or to their life’s work. 
KEEPING THE MAIN THING THE 
MAIN THING 
Many universities lost their way so long ago, 
they can no longer see the path and wander 
aimlessly in the wilderness. Harvard University, 
for example, once had chapel twice a day. The 
list of wayward schools founded by Christian 
organizations or with the intentions of training 
ministers is too numerous to list. Even amongst 
those who call themselves “Christian universities,” 
the signs of compromise appear as obvious as the 
handwriting on the wall in Daniel.
Chapel certainly doesn’t ensure that a school 
won’t lose its way, but it does provide a safeguard 
against it. Think about it. You take the best 
hour of the day for classes:  10 a.m. — not too 
early but early enough. Instead of maximizing 
classroom usage, hold chapel during that hour 
five days of the week. Consider the expense. 
The Dixon Ministry Center cost $15 million to 
build in 1996. For some schools, space matters as 
much as the money. A landlocked campus with 
a growing number of students simply can’t meet 
all together. The challenges are real. So when an 
institution commits millions of dollars to build a 
large structure in a central location to function 
maximally for one hour a day, it reminds everyone 
to keep the main thing, the main thing.  
Educational institutions can very easily begin 
to think they exist to communicate a set of facts to 
recipients who pay money for the conveyance of 
information. If that’s all a school does, then it will 
soon be replaced by Google. A genuine Christian 
university exists to transform lives for godly service 
and vocational distinction. 
For chapel to work properly, the President 
must own it in importance and messaging. Chapel 
provides a central opportunity to cast vision 
and unite a campus around a common goal. If 
the President of the institution doesn’t place 
the proper emphasis on chapel, then neither 
will the faculty or staff. If campus leaders don’t, 
neither will the students. Chapel will become just 
another requirement. 
I recently eavesdropped on a tour guide at 
another Christian university. He told potential 
students that they offered chapel five days a 
week, about 100 services a year. My heart was 
encouraged … momentarily. Next the guide said, 
“But don’t worry, you only have to go to 12 a 
semester, and you can count some outside events, 
too.” He continued, “It’s not hard to meet the 
requirement.” Chapel must be more than a requirement: It 
must be a respite for our souls. Chapel should be a spiritually 
refreshing time of nourishment. A time where intellectually 
gifted people gather to corporately confess in humility that we 
desperately need Jesus. 
Anything done in the name of Christ must be done 
with excellence. This especially applies to chapel. A highly 
passionate team uses its gifts to prepare inspirational 
opportunities for students to encounter God. 
FALL BIBLE CONFERENCE AND  
MISSIONS CONFERENCE
We begin each semester with a focused time of worship. 
The academic year begins with Fall Bible Conference. We 
invite incredible Bible teachers who are passionate about the 
Gospel to speak to our students during morning and evening 
sessions during the first four days of the academic year. This 
time together helps our students center their lives on Christ to 
prepare for spiritual growth throughout the semester. 
We use this time together to present the Gospel and 
offer an invitation. Even though all students write out 
their testimony as part of their admissions application, we 
regularly see 30 or more students confess Christ during 
Fall Bible Conference, and one year the number was in the 
70s. The excitement of seeing God move creates contagious 
momentum, propelling us into the semester. 
The students break for Christmas and then return at the 
beginning of the calendar year. We take this opportunity 
to host more than 100 missionaries representing about 50 
different agencies to challenge our students to consider how 
they can be on mission for God in their given vocation. This 
time together also allows us to recalibrate our lives as we seek 
to make the most of the spring semester. 
Fall Bible Conference and Missions Conference implement 
our motto, “for the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus 
Christ,” by focusing our attention on Scripture and the 
Great Commission. 
WORSHIP THROUGH MUSIC 
There are times when we deviate from the norm for the 
sake of variety or when we intentionally showcase the talents 
of our students during chapel. Yet typically when we come 
together, you can count on the focus being congregational 
singing that focuses our attention on God. We try to follow 
these rules: 
1. Our music must be theologically accurate. 
2. God must be the focus of worship — vertical rather 
than horizontal worship. 
3. For the congregation to sing well, we must be able 
to hear ourselves and have songs that we can sing. 
4. We recognize that the Word is central and use the 
music to prepare hearts to hear the Word preached. 
We have incredibly talented musicians who lead with 
excellence and understand the necessity of focusing all the 
attention toward God and not toward earthly talents. 
WORSHIP THROUGH THE WORD 
We desire text-driven messages in chapel. We want the 
preacher to study the Word so that he understands it well. 
Then he should peel the orange, exposing the juicy fruit of the 
Word as the audience enjoys its sweetness. 2 Timothy 3:16–17 
teaches that God inspired His Word, and 2 Timothy 4:2 gives 
us the proper application of this truth as Paul writes, “Preach 
the word.”  
The Word must be our focus. No matter how creative we 
try to be, no one can say it better than God. No matter how 
passionate, no one can communicate more effectively than the 
Spirit applying the words He inspired. Illustrations and stories 
may tug at our emotions, but only God’s Word will change 
our hearts. A text-driven preacher trusts the Word to do its 
work and tries not to get in its way. He then illustrates and 
applies the Word to the listener with a passionate appeal for 
spiritual growth. 
FITNESS LEVEL  
This past summer, I went in for my yearly physical. They 
placed sensors on my chest and then put me on a treadmill 
and slowly began to increase the speed and elevation. In 
order to check my health, they needed to make sure that 
my heart worked well and that my recovery time fell within 
normal ranges. In my younger years, I thoroughly enjoyed 
lifting weights, but I generally hated cardio. I learned that 
it’s possible to present the appearance of being in good shape 
on the outside while failing where it matters most — this 
especially holds true when it comes to Christian colleges 
and universities. 
If you want to test the fitness level of a Christian school, go 
to chapel. You’ll find that some have already flatlined, while 
others have a hard-to-detect pulse, but the healthiest will have 
a strong heartbeat, revealing the vibrant spiritual nature of 
the campus community. 
Hopefully, you now understand why we say chapel is the 
heartbeat of Cedarville University. 
Thomas White became Cedarville’s 10th President in 2013. He earned 
his Ph.D. in systematic theology from Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary. He is the author and editor of numerous publications, 
including First Freedom: The Beginning and End of Religious Freedom 
(B&H Academic).
The music fades, the lights brighten, one foot in front of the other up each stair, and I slowly turn. 
More than 6,000 eyes stare back at me. These eyes relay information to more than 3,000 minds, with 
more watching online. I frequently find myself scanning the audience. While most of our students listen 
and take notes, I’ll see that one. The one with arms crossed, a hollow, disinterested gaze revealing a 
glimpse of a soul in shambles. That’s the one. The one my heart longs to connect with and the one I pray 
for God’s Spirit to reach. 
But how? The hurt or doubt is real. My words are never well-crafted enough; my thoughts are always 
clearer in my own head than when I speak them out loud. My voice emerges with too thick of an accent 
to be intellectual and too little to be captivating. Often I stand despite the staggering weight of knowing 
that someone as flawed as I am isn’t worthy to preach the Word. Surely there is someone better. I can do 
nothing to reach that one. Only God can do that. So I trust the Word to do its work. 
The one represents someone’s son or daughter, depressed, anxious about the future, darkened by sin, 
or perhaps resistant to the truth of the Gospel. Eternity hangs by the frayed thread of life on the precipice 
of disaster. So with all the passion my heart can muster, with the clearest words my intellect can form, and 
with every fiber of my being, I proclaim the eternal truth of the Gospel. Because God still changes lives, 
because the Spirit still draws sinners to the Savior, and because Jesus is King, chapel forms the pivot on 
which each of our students’ 1,000 days turns. 
The most intimidating, exhilarating, and terrifying moment arrives at 10 a.m. each weekday. Every 
genuine preacher feels the weight of the task before him, and I hope by reading this you, too, can sense the 
gravity of the moment. And I hope you will then join me in praying. Pray for the music, for the preacher, 
and, most importantly, for God to grant every student the ability to see clearly the truth of His Word. Pray 
that all 6,000 eyes will look to Jesus, the founder and perfecter of our faith. But mostly pray that the Spirit 
will open the spiritual eyes of that one. The one who doesn’t yet see.
THE GRAVITY OF THE MOMENT
LIFE 
TOGETHER
DAILY CHAPEL AS THE CORNERSTONE OF CAMPUS COMMUNITY
BY JON WOOD
The clock strikes 9:40 a.m., and 
all across campus professors begin 
wrapping up their lectures, introducing 
final points and preparing to transition 
students toward one of the most 
important experiences in their 1,000 
days on campus. 
As students file out of classes and pour onto sidewalks, the pulse 
of campus starts to beat a little faster. Once inside Jeremiah Chapel, 
between 9:50 and 10 a.m., the energy level rises by the minute as 
students find their seats. The buzz of conversation is fueled by the joy 
of friends connecting with each other yet again. The clock strikes 10, the 
lights transition, and chapel is on. 
For anyone who has joined us for chapel, in person or online (and 
we do encourage you to do both as much as you can), you know that 
we offer faculty, staff, and students a steady nourishment of theologically 
rich musical worship, expositional preaching from God’s Word, and 
testimonies of faithful living. Throughout this 45 minutes, the focal point is 
understanding and living out the Word of God. While there is much I love 
about the biblical and theological heartbeat of our chapel programming, 
there is one other vitally important outcome: the community nurtured through 
daily chapel.
You see, the many fruits of chapel last far beyond the moment a final 
prayer is offered, and the students flow out of the auditorium to pursue the 
remainder of their day. Shortly after chapel, the clock strikes 11. Some will 
linger in the auditorium, visiting with friends, while others talk with faculty and 
staff and benefit from life-on-life discipleship moments. Yet, most will be off to 
class, lunch, or some other pursuit. In this daily rhythm, something remarkable 
happens: Community is cultivated through gathering and scattering.
GATHERING
How does daily chapel form community on campus? Simply, the act of gathering 
portrays the reality of community we share in Christ. While it may seem obvious, one 
cannot overlook the basic nature of community and the treasure of gathering together 
with other believers. Perhaps those of us who gather in settings of religious liberty can 
too easily forget the simple benefit of gathering.
Speaking into a cultural context where opposition to the Church was expected, the 
author of Hebrews recognizes the correlation between individual perseverance and 
corporate gathering when he calls his readers to “take care, brothers, lest there be in any 
of you an evil, unbelieving heart, leading you to fall away from the living God. But exhort 
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one another every day, as long as it is called ‘today,’ that none of 
you may be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin” (Heb. 3:12–13, 
ESV; for further reading on this subject, see Hebrews 10:25).  
Required to meet underground amidst persecution in the 
corroded atmosphere of the Third Reich, Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s 
approach to Christian community emphasized the privilege 
of gathering. “It is not simply to be taken for granted that the 
Christian has the privilege of living among other Christians 
… The physical presence of other Christians is a source of 
incomparable joy and strength to the believer,” he wrote in his 
book Life Together. 
The English poet John Donne famously wrote, “No Man Is 
an Island.” Reflecting on the nature of 17th-century European 
society, Donne expressed his reflections regarding the nature 
of life and humanity in an increasingly individualistic society. 
Birthed out of a season of intense sickness, Donne’s 
recognition of the unreasonableness of individual isolation 
and the inherent interdependence of humanity has struck 
a nerve through the ensuing centuries. Yet, Christian 
community possesses deeper roots than solidarity because of 
a shared cause or sanguine calls for unity. What Donne tells us 
we already know from Scripture.
There is a profound reason the physical gathering of 
believers carries the effect that all humanity longs for but 
finds so elusive. This is not something that humanity can 
fabricate, because it isn’t a unity grounded in humanity, but it 
is a spiritual reality rooted in the person of Christ: individual 
believers united with Christ in salvation and indwelled by the 
same Holy Spirit, all bearing a common corporate identity.
The New Testament is filled with the teaching of this 
common union in its fullest expression in local churches, 
whether the images of the body, a building, the temple, 
or a society (1 Cor. 12:25–27; Eph. 2:18–21). Community 
is not merely a relational goal but a particular approach 
to relationships built on the reality of union with Christ. 
Bonhoeffer says it this way in Life Together, “Christianity 
means community through Jesus Christ and in Jesus Christ. 
No Christian community is more or less than this … We belong 
to one another only through and in Jesus Christ.” 
Even with remarkable individual diversity, as we belong 
to one another in gathering, just like everything else at 
Cedarville University, we live out community “for the Word of 
God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ.”
SCATTERING
The story of community does not stop when chapel 
dismisses. The community initiated by gathering in Christ at 
10 a.m. propels the entire campus experience as we scatter. 
The goal of community is Christlikeness through discipleship. 
As Greg Ogden reminds us in his book Transforming 
Discipleship, “The scriptural context for growing disciples is 
through relationships. Jesus called the Twelve to be with him 
… Proximity produces disciples.” 
Proximity starts by gathering and permeates the entire 
course of a week. Students walk alongside faculty, staff, and 
each other out of the same type of experiences. In this setting 
of relationship within a common context, transformation 
happens because God provides His grace through the means 
of ordinary people who are willing and capable of speaking 
the truth in love (Eph. 4:15).
Follow below a few everyday student experiences 
for a picture of how chapel fuels community beyond the 
auditorium.
Academics – Faculty and students alike gather to 
worship. When they land in the same classroom, discussions 
naturally arise from both directions regarding the content of 
chapel and what God is doing in each other’s lives. Further, 
not only in the classroom, but mentorship-based faculty-to-
student advising provides a forum for students to grow even 
deeper. Is it not amazing that students in disciplines from 
history to pharmacy have the opportunity to fellowship over 
the Word of God with faculty dedicated to their maturity 
in Christ?
Residence Life – It is a wonderful thing when 
discipleship comes to your doorstep. That is precisely our 
aim through Residence Life at Cedarville. Resident Directors 
and Resident Assistants invest in the residents of their 
hall intentionally. Just about every year, the 
administration learns of students who heard the 
Gospel preached in chapel only to return to their 
residence halls to then give their lives to Christ as 
they talk with others.
Discipleship Groups – Chapel provides 
the ideal launching point for discipleship groups 
(d-groups) to share in building friendship and 
rich fellowship in Christ. Sometimes it begins 
simply as d-groups sit together in chapel. Yet it 
deepens when d-groups meet, and the common 
inflow of teaching in their lives serves as a 
unifying factor for developing relationships and 
encouraging each other in pursuit of Christlikeness.
Athletics – The unity of the student body is strengthened 
by the fact that all participate in chapel together. Cedarville 
University student-athletes worship alongside every other 
student (not to mention their coaches!) and then take 
that experience into their team chemistry. The student-
athlete experience is a unique combination of athletic rigor, 
intercollegiate competition, academic excellence, and 
spiritual discipleship. Coaches equip athletes in each of these 
facets of life, and chapel provides the foundation for team 
chemistry and spiritual growth.
Organizations and Student Groups – Followers 
of Christ have the privilege of truly enjoying the good gifts 
God has given to them. This includes friendship, fun, and 
a dizzying variety of interests across the student body. The 
influence of chapel goes both ways with student activities. 
Organizations and student groups often provide moments of 
community and camaraderie through celebrating victories 
and sharing opportunities for involvement from the chapel 
stage. At the same time, the shared experiences of chapel 
likewise bring cohesion and unity to relationships as members 
of organizations live life together.
Missions and Evangelism –  Christian community 
goes hand in hand with serving others. As Cedarville students 
pursue many different vocational directions through their 
studies, they likewise gain a vision to take the Gospel to the 
ends of the earth. The truth of God’s Word proclaimed in 
chapel provides the teaching that students bring as they serve 
on evangelism and ministry teams.
These are a mere sampling to demonstrate that, just as 
a thermostat sets the temperature in a room, chapel sets the 
climate for all community on campus. The best part is that 
when 10 a.m. arrives the next morning, all the scattered 
communities gather yet again for the common experience of 
learning, worshipping, and fellowshipping. Over 1,000 days 
of sharing life together, our students experience a rhythm that 
we hope is the beginning of a lifetime of deep fellowship with 
other believers wherever God takes them.
Jon Wood is Vice President for Student Life and Christian Ministries 
and Assistant Professor of Theological Studies. He earned his Ph.D. in 
systematic theology from Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.
TECH ADVANCEMENTS TAKE CHAPEL AND 
THE GOSPEL WORLDWIDE
During his final year at Cedarville, while sorting out the next step in his life, geology 
major Campbell Bortel ’19 also has the opportunity to preach God’s Word as the 
Student Government Association Chaplain. At the end of each message, he also 
shares his own Scripture-inspired poetry from Cedarville University’s chapel stage. 
By his own confession, Bortel loves rocks. But he also loves preaching and 
ministry. How these two will come together remains for him a joyful mystery, but he’s 
confident in God’s leading. Transition can be unnerving, but Bortel has an answer. Be 
faithful in the moment, and turn the results over to God.
On any given weekday of the academic year, at 10 a.m. sharp, chapel holds a 
gathering of more than 3,000 students, faculty, and staff, not to mention chapel’s 
growing livestream audience and archived presence, which is available to viewers 
around the globe.
 AND BEYOND
 CEDARVILLE 
BY ANDREW J. GRAFF
Bortel confessed that preaching is always daunting, but 
said what scares him most isn’t the size of the audience inside 
the Dixon Ministry Center, across the country, and all over the 
world, it’s the gravity of the message. “To stand up there and 
be a messenger of the Word of God — that’s the daunting 
part.” In order to bear the weight of that burden, however, 
Bortel relies on the same faith he applies to his future. Be 
faithful in the moment. Give the results to God. God’s Word 
simply spoken, Bortel knows, will not come back void.
SPLICING TO LIVESTREAM
Cedarville’s chapel bears a long history of faithfully 
delivering God’s Word to the students, faculty, and staff of the 
University. But now that faithfulness, because of the increased 
reach available via modern technology, is bearing fruit in 
very faraway places. From chapel speakers to production 
managers, from online distribution and social media 
applications, the many hands involved in Cedarville’s chapel 
all work as one body to make much of the Word of God and 
the Testimony of Jesus Christ, and to cast that net ever more 
broadly to a growing in-person and online audience.
Dave Hoecke ’90, Cedarville’s Media Production and 
Distribution Coordinator, a 24-year veteran of producing 
chapel, has a unique perspective on earlier days when chapel 
had no online presence but aired on the radio. In the last 
several decades, Hoecke has witnessed and worked hard to 
help bring the chapel experience from the airwaves to a digital 
world. Hoecke recounts how chapel’s progression toward its 
present-day worldwide distribution has been quite the journey. 
“I was fortunate to come into the process in 1994, when 
digital editing on the computer was already in place. Not too 
many years before that, someone would have to physically 
splice a reel-to-reel tape for any edits that needed to be made 
for the chapel broadcast,” he explained. “A few times a year 
we would air chapel live, with a live announcer for the intro 
and outro. Dr. David Matson ’60, a faculty member, was the 
live announcer, and he would take copious notes and give a 
great recap during the outro at the end of the service.”
Around 2006, Cedarville began to offer chapels via audio 
streaming only through the CDR Radio website, in addition 
to the radio broadcast. “At the time, many people still had 
dial-up internet connections,” Hoecke said. “As trends shifted, 
more people became interested in streaming media of all 
types. Now it’s the only way chapel is offered.”
Chapel is now available via the chapel web page 
(cedarville.edu/chapel), Apple TV, Facebook Live, and 
the new Chapel Plus smartphone app, available for download 
from cedarville.edu/cuChapelPlus. 
Hoecke remembered an exciting encounter he had with a 
student, illustrating the impact of chapel’s digital capabilities. 
“I had the opportunity to speak with a student who was from 
Japan,” he recalled. “He said his parents watched chapel live 
every day. Of course, in Japan, it would’ve been in the evening 
for them.” From Ohio to Japan, chapel’s livestream capability 
offers a unique opportunity for parents to share in the daily 
experience of their student’s life in real time.
MOMENTS WITH GOD
Steve Brock ’93, Assistant Director for Live Productions, 
who runs the chapel production every day, shared this vision 
of creating and sharing Cedarville’s daily heartbeat. His 
personal mission and philosophy is “to create environments 
where people can experience God.” Brock’s hand in the 
process is all about stage, set, and lighting, and he also has a 
hand in sound and video, his eyes and ears always tuned in 
while the live chapel unfolds. “I love being a part of creating 
moments for people to move closer to God,” said Brock. 
“That’s the core of it for me.”
Chapel has come a long way from physically splicing 
audio reels together, and continues to expand as far as 
online technologies allow. Mark Mazelin ’95, Director of 
Web Services, has helped lead efforts to expand the chapel 
experience into emerging technologies. “To be clear,” he said, 
“getting daily chapel online involves the coordinated effort 
of many different teams across divisions at the University. It 
began with Dr. White’s passion for chapel and a Marketing and 
Communications Division goal to broaden chapel’s reach.”
Mazelin knows all about today’s digital equivalent of 
splicing together audio reels. He took the time to describe 
the nuts and bolts and many hours that have gone into 
streamlining the systems at work behind the scenes. He also 
looks excitedly forward to forthcoming venues:
“The livestream of chapel is highlighted and available 
on our website and Apple TV app during the 10 a.m. hour. 
Chapels are then tagged with the message title, speaker, topic, 
and book(s) of the Bible to power the search capabilities 
and related chapel logic on the website and app,” Mazelin 
explained. “On-demand plays are tracked to provide a list of 
‘Popular’ chapels. Within the app, you can also create a ‘My 
List’ of chapel services you want to watch later.”
According to Mazelin, the new Chapel Plus app provides live 
and on-demand streaming of chapel and selected campus events 
for iOS and Android. “In 2019, we plan to make chapel available 
via Alexa-based devices like the Echo,” he said. “I’m most excited 
about this. Imagine being able to ask Alexa for the latest chapel, 
the most popular chapel, to listen to the live chapel stream, to 
find the latest chapel by a particular speaker, topic, or book of the 
Bible, or find out the upcoming chapel schedule.
“We will also tie these various systems together so you can 
access your watch list on any device or have the capability 
much like Netflix, where you can start watching chapel on one 
device, pause it, and then pick it up on another.”
As could be expected, social media also plays an important 
role in chapel’s continued impact. Sarah Gump, Cedarville’s 
Digital and Social Media Manager, spoke to the spirit behind 
bringing the in-person chapel experience as fully as possible to 
the online community. “The daily chapel at Cedarville is what 
makes this campus so special,” she said. “Since we believe in 
the power of daily coming together to examine Scripture, we 
also believe in the importance of sharing this experience on 
social media. The viewers on Cedarville’s Instagram stories 
The livestream of chapel is highlighted and 
available on our website and Apple TV app during 
the 10 a.m. hour. 
love to hear the 15-second clips of their favorite hymns. 
Families love the opportunity to daily connect with their 
Cedarville students on Facebook Live.”
Much like Matson, who took notes for chapel recaps in the 
radio days, Gump takes notes each day for online distribution, 
one more hand in the many-faceted body responsible for the 
chapel experience so many enjoy today. 
“I attend chapel each day,” she explained. “And my role is 
selecting a single quote that summarizes the entire message.” 
She described that task as both “a challenge and a delight.”
CHAPEL IN TRANSITION
On November 16, Bortel opened his sermon on Joshua 
with an illustration of what his father used to say to him and 
his siblings during times of transition, such as moving from 
terminal to terminal in a busy airport. 
“Boys,” his dad would say, “this is a moment of transition. 
Stay close.”
As Bortel speaks, two stories of packed chapel seats rise 
up in front of him. His image — curly hair and an eager smile, 
a Bible in hand — is projected onto big screens behind him. 
On stage sit a handful of guitars in their racks. A white light 
shines on a red drum set.
Somewhere in that dark auditorium, Brock’s eyes and ears 
look for angles while video streams through wires and the 
automated channels set up by hours of work by Mazelin and 
others. Students’ families from the other side of the planet 
watch, too, sharing in the experience. Somewhere in the 
audience, Gump is taking notes. 
Bortel goes on to give a sermon about what to do during 
moments of transition. Like God urged the Israelites, the 
takeaway is to be faithful in the moment, and leave the results 
up to God. His Word, simply spoken, will not come back 
void. As he closes, as he always does with a poem of his own, 
inspired by that day’s passage, it causes one to reflect on the 
history, transition, and growing reach of Cedarville’s chapel, 
a stage from which God’s Word has been read for many years. 
The opening lines of Campbell’s poem seem a fitting end: 
When there comes a transition, a future so daunting
And there’s doubts in suspension, floating and haunting
God speaks to His leader, comfort and command
Be strong and be a reader, Joshua, My promises still stand.
Andrew J. Graff is Assistant Professor of English at Cedarville University. 
He received his M.F.A. in creative writing from the University of Iowa.
MOMENTS
MEMORABLE
Cedarville University desires not only to inform students, but to 
transform lives. You’ll see that evidenced all across campus — from 
biblical integration in each classroom to meaningful conversations in 
the residence halls. But perhaps nowhere is that more evident than 
in chapel.
Over the course of their approximately 1,000 days on Cedarville’s 
campus, students will attend hundreds of chapel services. While 
students collectively hear the same message, God may use a particular 
message in a deep, meaningful way to speak to an individual student.
For some, it may be a call to pursue God more vigorously. For 
others, it may be a challenge to trust God in a deeper way. And 
for still others, it may be recognizing for the first time the need 
to accept God’s free gift of salvation through Jesus Christ, a life 
truly transformed.
Read as some of our alumni share their most impactful 
chapel memories.MOMENTS
MEMORABLE
AS TOLD TO MICHELE (CUMMINGS) SOLOMON ’91
Abide in Me
Lisa (Steele) Wiggershaus ’86 – Warren Wiersbe has had a 
longstanding relationship with Cedarville University, dating 
back to James T. Jeremiah’s presidency. He spoke in chapel at 
Cedarville numerous times, no doubt making an impact on 
countless students with his gifted speaking from God’s Word. 
For one alumna, Lisa (Steele) Wiggershaus ’86, Wiersbe’s words 
became a pivotal moment that changed the trajectory of her life 
and still speaks to her today. (To read about Wiersbe’s recent 
extraordinary gift to Cedarville, see page 34.)
I was a freshman sitting in the Jeremiah Chapel in 1982, 
looking ahead at life and trying to decide which way I would 
go. The speaker that day was Warren Wiersbe, and his 
message from John 15 spoke directly to me: “Abide in Me.” 
Dr. Wiersbe painted a picture of the strength and joy we have 
in Christ if we stay close, coupled with the warning, “Apart 
from me you can do nothing.” These words — this message — 
forever changed the trajectory of my life.
Life is not pain free. We are pruned by God so we will “bear 
more fruit.” I was a freshman then; now I am a grandmother. 
I can look back to see the graciousness of God in my college 
years; throughout our marriage, especially during Tom’s (’84) 
bouts with cancer; in career changes; and in rearing and 
advising our now married children, Heidi and Erich. Almost 
37 years and all of these experiences later, the core of it all has 
always been, “Abide in Me.” I haven’t always. Thankfully, He 
promises never to leave us or forsake us (Matt. 28:20) and 
is our great High Priest who understands us and wants us to 
draw near (Heb. 4:16).
These are priceless truths. I am forever thankful for them 
and for Dr. Wiersbe, who spoke truth into my life so many 
years ago.
When Tony Evans was preaching in the James T. Jeremiah Chapel in 1996, the power went 
out, and he still went on preaching in the dark. 
Everyone that was in the satellite auditoriums 
came over and sat on the floor and steps and finished 
listening to him preach. He had a powerful voice, and 
everyone could still hear him even though his microphone 
was not working. We closed with an a capella song. It 
was beautiful. 
Sarah (Mattke) Garland ’97
 Three Chairs
William (Butch) Davis ’92 – Bruce Wilkinson, one of the 
world’s foremost Christian speakers and founder of Walk 
Thru the Bible, spoke at Cedarville in January 1992 as 
part of the Winter Enrichment Conference. He spoke on 
Joshua and his desire to serve the Lord all his days. His 
messages touched students’ lives deeply that week, with 
hundreds coming forward to make a commitment. One of 
those students was William (Butch) Davis ’92.
I’ll never forget the impact that Bruce Wilkinson 
had on me from Winter Enrichment Conference 
my senior year. At the beginning of the week, Dr. 
Wilkinson placed three chairs on the chapel stage 
and left them there all week as a visual. 
 § Chair No. 1 represented Joshua and his famous 
statement, “As for me and my house, we will 
serve the Lord” (Josh. 24:15). He chose to follow 
the Lord no matter what.
 § Chair No.2 represented the people in Joshua 
24:31 and Judges 2:7, those who had only 
known of the work of the Lord on behalf of the 
nation of Israel. 
 § Chair No. 3 represented the people in Judges 2:10, 
who “did not know the Lord or the works that the 
Lord had done for Israel.” Later in Judges 2:13, we 
learn how the people abandoned the Lord and 
served Baal and the Ashtoreths.
Dr. Wilkinson’s challenge was this: “Which 
chair are you sitting in?” Are you in Joshua’s chair, 
committed to following the Lord? Or are you in chair 
No. 2? Are you only seeing what the Lord did in your 
parents’ lives and the generation before you, but you 
really aren’t pursuing God with everything yourself? 
Or are you in chair No. 3? You aren’t even interested 
in serving the Lord. He drove home that whichever 
chair we were in, most likely the generation to follow 
us would naturally fit into the chair next to us unless 
at some point a major decision was made to pursue 
God intentionally.
The impact for me was seeing myself sitting 
squarely in chair No. 2 and what that meant 
for generations behind me, my future children, 
specifically. If I didn’t make God my highest priority, 
my kids only would have heard stories and potentially 
not seen God’s hand directly and as a result, could 
potentially end up in that third chair, not interested 
in the things of God at all.
I had never been a “go forward” kind of guy, 
but that night my heart was so stirred that I did. I 
made the commitment to truly align my focus on 
God once and for all. By God’s grace, my wife, Dawn 
(Hicks) ’90 and I, along with our three children, 
have been blessed to be used together as a family in 
furthering the Gospel and His Kingdom.
Bill Bolthouse, Jr., while using a golf analogy about missions, invited Dr. Dixon to the platform to hit a wiffle ball out into the audience. Dr. Dixon topped 
his drive right into the forehead of a student in the front row, and everyone 
applauded. Mr. Bolthouse spoke about showing generosity to missionaries 
— when they come home on furlough, don’t take them to the thrift store for 
clothes. Take them to the mall and spend some money on them. I often think of 
this lesson as I purchase Bolthouse carrots at the store. 
Marianne (Palmer) Schuck ’97 
 Fear God, Not Man
Mark Hershey ’07 – Mark Vroegop ’93, Lead Pastor of College Park 
Church in Indianapolis, Indiana, spoke in Cedarville’s chapel 
in August 2006 on being free from the fear of man. For Mark 
Hershey ’07, it was a message that convicted him at the time 
and still resonates with him today.
There were so many impactful chapels during my time 
at Cedarville, but one that stands out is when Mark Vroegop 
spoke fall of my senior year. I can still hear Pastor Vroegop 
pleading with us as a student body to stop allowing the fear of 
man and people-pleasing to rule our lives.
He read Proverbs 29:25, “The fear of man lays a snare, 
but whoever trusts in the Lord is safe.” He reminded us how 
dangerous it can be to live to please others instead of God. We 
can easily allow the words and impressions of others to trap 
and imprison us, which causes us to miss out on the good that 
God has for us.
Pastor Vroegop shared personal stories of his battles with 
being afraid of what others thought of him and how he came 
to discover that the only one we need to bow down to is the 
Lord Almighty. God is so much more worthy of our attention 
than anything or anyone else.
As a student body, we were also challenged that our 
families, friends, and those around us need someone who 
cares more about what God thinks than what the world 
thinks. These words resonated with me when I was a student 
at Cedarville and still ring true as I serve as a pastor today. I 
often need to check my motives and discern who I most desire 
to please, God or man, as I write messages, counsel, and lead 
those under my care. It is a message that is convicting and 
powerful for any stage of life.
 A Blank Check
Elisabeth ’18 – In January 2016, David Platt, then-President 
of the Southern Baptist International Mission Board, was the 
keynote speaker at the annual Missions Conference. He spoke 
on how God can give ordinary people extraordinary power to 
do great things for him. His message changed the life trajectory 
of Elisabeth ’18.
My whole life, I thought that missions work meant going 
to the middle of nowhere in Africa. When I was younger, I 
had thought about going into missions, but once I decided 
I wanted to be a teacher, it didn’t seem to fit any longer. I 
didn’t see how teaching and missions could work together. I 
decided to leave that dream for the people who were going 
to be pastors or doctors. They could go to Africa; I was going 
to stay in America and be a teacher. That all changed for me 
when I heard David Platt at the Missions Conference during 
my sophomore year.
Dr. Platt talked about the importance of using your calling, 
whatever job you were suited best for, as leverage for the 
Gospel. He challenged the student body that there were 
mission opportunities in any career field God called us to. I 
was shocked. This idea completely changed my thinking. I 
could use my calling as a teacher to honor God, wherever He 
led me. It was almost as if I could feel the Lord whispering 
that he meant me. 
Then Dr. Platt talked about the importance of being willing 
to do whatever God asked us to do; he called it “giving a blank 
check to God.” I remember sensing the Lord asking me to write 
that blank check. And so I lifted my hands and whispered, 
“This is my blank check, Lord.” Two summers later, I went to 
China and fell in love with the people and the country. I knew 
this is where I’d been called. Now, I am in China long term 
serving as a university English teacher. I love watching God 
continue to write my check. 
When Dr. Dixon led the entire student body in Christ Is All I Need, it moved me every time! It always made an impression on me that 
Dr. James T. Jeremiah attended chapel. 
Sherri (Wilson) Patterson ’84
 Embracing Weakness
Megan Orr ’19  – Clayton King, founder of Clayton King Ministries and teaching pastor 
at NewSpring Church in Anderson, North Carolina, spoke at Fall Bible Conference 
August 2015. King challenged students to embrace their weakness in order to find 
strength from God. For then-freshman Megan Orr ’19, it was a message that proved to 
be life-changing and life-saving.
I grew up attending church, but by my junior year of high school, I felt like 
I was just going through the motions. I had tried to get involved with youth 
group at church, but I didn’t seem to fit in. By my senior year, I stopped going to 
church completely.
When it came time to choose a college, my parents encouraged me to 
consider Cedarville. I reluctantly agreed. I thought maybe it would give me a 
clean slate where I could rewrite my story. I came to campus fall 2015 knowing 
I wasn’t a Christian. People welcomed me warmly, but I always wondered if 
it was fake. I wasn’t happy here; I wasn’t happy with myself. Everyone here 
seemed so good, and there was so much sin in my life. I just didn’t feel like 
I belonged. I questioned if I should be here. I even questioned if I wanted 
to live.
That first week during Fall Bible Conference, Clayton King closed one of his 
messages by challenging people to invite Christ into their life. I’ve heard a lot of altar 
calls before, and I was really good at tuning them out. But this time was different. As 
Clayton prayed, I felt something stirring in me. I knew this was something I needed.
After I got back to my room that night, I spoke with my Resident Assistant. She 
prayed with me, and I asked Jesus to forgive me for my sins and 
be my Savior. Prior to the service, I had decided that this would 
probably be the night I would kill myself. By the end of the 
evening, I was filled with an incredible peace from God. 
Since that night, God has given me an incredible thirst for 
Him. I joined a discipleship group and have been mentored 
by my church. I am growing more and more into the woman 
I know God wants me to be. I still have tough days, but I 
now know that I can take those feelings to God and receive 
His strength.
I know that God brought me here to not just save my life, 
but to bring me into a close relationship with my Savior. I am 
so thankful.
Michele (Cummings) Solomon ’91 is the Copy Editor for Cedarville University 
Marketing and Communications.
My fondest chapel memory was when Dr. Gromacki came on stage in a rather 
unkempt manner. Throughout his talk, he 
changed his clothes (in good taste, of course) into 
a nice suit and tie. It drove home the point that we 
are to make a transformation from the old life to 
new life in Christ! 
Sue (Orth) Boyd ’90
 CHAPEL
PLATFORM FOR PRESIDENTS
BY J. MURRAY MURDOCH
i s tory  has  recorded  the 
importance of  chapel  in 
m a i n t a i n i n g  C e d a r v i l l e 
University’s commitment to the 
Word of God and the Testimony 
of Jesus Christ. Without question, the major 
factor in preserving the sanctity of the 10 a.m. 
hour for corporate campus worship has been the 
godly leadership of Presidents Jeremiah, Dixon, 
Brown, and White.
The daily chapel services have been a 
dynamic part of Cedarville University’s schedule 
since the beginning of the Baptist era in 1953. 
Every University president has valued the 
importance of this aspect of campus life. 
PRESIDENTIAL PRIORITY
In a personal interview with his biographer, 
James T. Jeremiah said, “We must never lose the 
preaching in chapel that has something to say 
about Christian living, salvation. Never, and if 
we do we have lost the whole thing.” 
Jeremiah was deeply concerned for 
Christian colleges that were minimizing or 
de-emphasizing their chapel program, along 
with succumbing to the mounting pressures of 
secularism. “Those schools that have gone down 
that road have stopped having chapel, and that 
has done them in,” he offered. 
During the early years of his tenure, Jeremiah 
took an active role in preaching in chapel, while 
also bringing multiple pastors, missionaries, 
evangelists, and Christian leaders and faculty 
members to preach in the midmorning 
chapel services. 
Among those President Jeremiah invited to 
preach was Pastor Warren Wiersbe. Jeremiah 
would return the favor in kind, filling Wiersbe’s 
pulpit at Calvary Baptist Church of Covington, 
Kentucky, which Wiersbe pastored from 1961 
to 1971. Older Cedarville alumni doubtless 
remember those days when they reflect on the 
fact that Dr. and Mrs. Wiersbe have determined 
that the renowned Bible teacher’s library will be 
housed at Cedarville University in the future. 
When Paul Dixon was inaugurated as 
President of Cedarville College at homecoming 
in 1978, he was eager to establish his priorities 
quickly. He conducted a study of colleges that 
had once been faith-based schools, but had lost 
their mission. He discovered that many of these 
institutions began to select trustees for financial 
reasons rather than a strong biblical emphasis. 
This led these same trustees to call presidents 
who were not strong Christian leaders and 
faculty members who did not have a strong faith 
base. For these and other reasons, these schools 
put less emphasis on chapel. 
On other occasions, as schools enlarged 
their student body, they outgrew their chapel, 
and did not want to use hard-to-find resources 
to build a bigger chapel building. So, instead, 
they minimized the number of chapel services 
held each week and often stopped requiring 
attendance altogether.
Cedarville’s presidents determined early on 
that meeting space would not be the determining 
factor for chapel, but rather a commitment to 
faithfully pour into the University family from 
God’s truth. The greatest building project of all 
is the construction of a biblical worldview in 
students’ hearts driven by a love and devotion 
to the Lord Jesus. 
This led Dixon to conclude that the 
“primary responsibility of a Christian college 
president was the chapel service.” Historically, 
the direction you give the chapel ministry 
 CHAPEL H
Founders Hall is the first home of 
Cedarville College chapel. According 
to the 1895–96 Cedarville College 
catalog, the chapel was located on the 
first floor. In 1953, after the merger 
with the Baptist Bible Institute, chapel 
is held on the second floor.
Alford Auditorium, previously the 
gymnasium, becomes Cedarville’s 
new chapel after the construction of 
the new gym/student center, which 
is today Tyler Digital Communication 
Center. As student population grows, 
two chapel services are held daily.
Milner Chapel was originally renovated 
to serve as a biology lab. It was home 
to chapel beginning fall 1955. After 
chapel is moved to Alford Auditorium, 
the vacant space is converted into the 
campus bookstore and now serves as 
the History and Government Center.
19551895
1963
CHANGING CHAPEL
determines the future of the institution. “The heartbeat of 
every Christian college is what happens in chapel,” he said. 
MONDAY MORNING
It was Dixon who set aside Monday as the President’s 
day in chapel. He then arranged for a wide variety of 
speakers to minister Tuesday through Thursday, while Friday 
was set aside for student chapel, as well as faculty and 
department meetings.
In addition to his dynamic preaching, multiple generations 
of Cedarville students remember with fondness Dixon’s 
frequent admonition to stamp everything they did with 
quality. He frequently closed the chapel program with his 
favorite hymn, Christ Is All I Need. The campus relived that 
experience leading up to Cedarville’s 2018 homecoming 
weekend, when that beloved song was played once more at 
chapel when Dixon spoke.  
The presidency of Bill Brown continued the chapel 
emphasis. Monday remained as the president’s day, and 
Brown spoke on a regular basis. Brown came to Cedarville 
from the academic community and frequently spoke of 
the value of chapel in the educational process, stressing in 
particular a Christian worldview.
Few who experienced Brown’s emphasis on worldview 
will fail to recall his use of pop culture to call attention to the 
spiritual needs of a secular culture or the President’s desire to 
have the student body pray for members of that culture, as 
Brown sought to reach them with the Gospel.
By the time Thomas White was chosen to be President 
of Cedarville University in July 2013, the chapel hour was so 
deeply embedded in the Cedarville culture that it influenced 
the calling of the new President. White describes himself as 
“a preacher who serves as a university president.” He stated, 
“I was called to preach. I don’t think I would be at Cedarville 
without the opportunities to preach provided by chapel.”
James T. Jeremiah Chapel opens; 
renamed Apple Technology Resource Center 
in 1997. As student population grows, live 
video sites are added elsewhere on campus.
The new James T. Jeremiah Chapel opens in the Dixon Ministry Center. 
Students transport hymnals in a long procession from the old chapel to the  
new location.
2016 – Jeremiah Chapel celebrates its 20th anniversary with major upgrades, 
including a transition from pews to individual seats and improvements to sound, 
video, carpet, paint, lights, and stage. Chapel seating is around 3,400. 
2019 – Further improvements to be made this summer that will expand Jeremiah 
Chapel into current classrooms to allow for additional seating.
1996
1976
Students have already been treated to many challenging 
and inspiring messages by White, including his constant 
encouragement during the 2016–17 school year series on 
Hebrews that “God is faithful. You can trust Him.” 
VITAL SIGN
According to White, chapel is vital to the spiritual health 
of Cedarville. “Chapel gives you the pulse of the whole 
University,” he affirmed. 
This belief is consistent with White’s background. He is the 
son and grandson of Baptist preachers and holds a Ph.D. in 
systematic theology. Before becoming President, he served as 
Associate Professor of Systematic Theology at Southwestern 
Baptist Theological Seminary. He has taught graduate classes 
in systematic theology and expository preaching. 
It is no accident that the chapel hour has always been at 
10 a.m., which White describes as “the best hour of teaching 
in the whole day.” Because of this conviction, White puts 
significant time and resources into chapel. His emphasis is 
on a high view of Scripture that gives an appetite for text-
driven sermons. This focus on Scripture is consistent with 
the University’s commitment to the inerrancy and inspiration 
of Scripture. He further indicated that the congregational 
singing must be biblically text-driven. 
Such an emphasis ensures that the student body, as well as 
the faculty and staff, are being fed by the truly nourishing and 
wholly satisfying pure milk of the Word (1 Pet. 2:2), which will 
lead to spiritual maturity and health. 
FAMILY TIME
Another vital aspect of this iconic daily chapel is the 
opportunity it provides the university President to connect 
with the student body. Chapel allows the Cedarville University 
President to promote and encourage a sense of family unity 
among a student community that 
has grown steadily since 1953, and is 
currently in its 12th year of expansion. 
But as the University has been blessed 
with phenomenal growth, it has 
become more difficult. 
It was this commitment that caused 
the University to move chapel from 
a tiny building that now houses the 
history and government department to 
the historic Alford Auditorium in 1963. 
When Alford became too crowded, 
two chapel services were conducted 
daily, which detracted from the desired 
sense of community, so a new 2,000-
seat Jeremiah Chapel was introduced 
in 1976. By September that year, the 
student body exceeded 1,200 for the 
first time. 
As the student body continued to 
grow, the chapel located in what is 
today the Apple Technology Resource 
Center also became too small, leading 
to satellite chapels and eventually 
the addition of the Dixon Ministry 
Center, which included a new 3,400-
seat Jeremiah Chapel. This facility 
was remodeled in 2016 and will be 
expanded again this summer.  
Instead of drifting away from the 
emphasis on chapel, as the pattern of 
so many once-Christian colleges has 
been, at Cedarville the 10 a.m. hour 
is increasing in importance. White, 
drawing on the experiences of his 
predecessors and his own background, 
has vigorously added to the emphasis of 
the chapel hour. His Monday messages 
this year are in-depth studies from the 
book of Ephesians. 
Because White views chapel as the “prime teaching time 
of the day,” he dedicates significant time and resources to 
the chapel hour. When he assembles the chapel schedule, 
he considers carefully the “cycle of the semester.” Therefore, 
he schedules the heavy topics early. As the semester moves 
Milner Chapel in the 1950s (top). James T. Jeremiah preaching in Alford Auditorium chapel (bottom).
into the difficult days and the students become weary, lighter 
chapels with a worship or testimonial emphasis are added. 
White wants the students to “have fun and see their 
administrators in a more relaxed context,” so chapels like 
“Live at Ten” are included, set with the purpose of teaching 
biblical truth in a variety of formats. As he considers his 
preaching in chapel and organizing other speakers, White 
reflects on how God can take a man called to preach and turn 
him into a university President. 
PIVOTAL HOUR
Many people have called Cedarville University the best-kept 
secret in Christian education. Through the years, the presidents 
have used the chapel hour to not only acquaint students with 
outstanding preachers and teachers, but also to let people see 
the amazing sense of community and family that exists on 
the campus of this outstanding University. Truly, chapel is the 
“heartbeat” and “pulse” of our family. May it ever be so.
J. Murray Murdoch is Cedarville’s Distinguished Professor of History 
and former Chair of the Department of History. He received his Ph.D. 
from Northwestern University.
Paul Dixon preaching in the original Jeremiah Chapel, which is today the Apple 
Technology Resource Center (top). Bill Brown preaching in the new Jeremiah 
Chapel in the Dixon Ministry Center (bottom). 
TRAINING  GROUND
From building into each other in discipleship groups, 
to inspiring classmates through HeartSong or chapel 
bands, to coaching and mentoring by Resident Assistants 
and Community Life Coordinators, Cedarville students 
learn early on that their 1,000 days will be exponentially 
better as they learn both to receive and then pour 
into others. 
But few roles offer as much potential for touching the 
entire student body as class chaplains and the Student 
Government Association (SGA) Chaplain. Class chaplains 
speak to their peers twice a year, except for the freshman 
chaplain who’s elected fall semester and speaks in the 
spring. The SGA chaplain has 14 opportunities to bring 
God’s Word to undergrads, grad students, faculty, and staff 
throughout the school year.
With that level of influence comes a heightened sense 
of need for the student-speaker to be not just a skilled 
communicator, but also a person whose walk with Christ 
is maturing. 
TRAINING  GROUND
preached to 400–700 students from the Scriptures, led 
worship, offered ministry opportunities, and solicited prayer 
requests and lifted those up on Wednesday nights, Sunday 
mornings, and Sunday evenings. 
“It gave students like me a chance to cut my teeth on 
spiritual leadership,” offered Scott Kennedy ’97, who currently 
serves as Lead Pastor for Parkside Church – Lake County, in 
Mentor, Ohio. 
Kennedy served from freshman to sophomore year with 
Ad7, mainly giving announcements and prayer updates, but 
also preaching several times. “It became a formative time 
for me; the upperclassmen became friends of mine,” shared 
Kennedy, who became a Christian at Cedarville his freshman 
year. “As a newer believer, just starting to grow, it helped me 
tremendously to learn from others who were older than me. 
Just working under a deadline and thinking at a level I had 
not thought at before. It was a great discipling experience 
for me.” 
Green, affectionately known as “PG” for Pastor Green, met 
with Ad7. “PG was a huge influence on me,” noted Kennedy, 
who turned to Christ after sustaining a traumatic head injury 
playing intramural soccer. He was in a coma for several days 
at a local hospital, and Green visited him there. “From the 
time I woke up from the coma in my hospital room, he told me 
how this was no accident, that God had a plan.”
Green met with the Ad7 team like a senior pastor meeting 
with his staff, Kennedy explained. “There was just a lot 
of structure for me that was super helpful, especially early 
on,” he said. Several years later, Vice President for Christian 
Ministries Bob Rohm ’68 took over the leadership role with 
Ad7. Kennedy went on to become Junior Class Chaplain and 
then SGA Chaplain his senior year. 
Cedarville no longer offers Wednesday and Sunday 
services on campus, and students are actively engaging 
and ministering as part of local churches in Cedarville and 
BY CLEM BOYD
HISTORICAL COMMITMENT
Cedarville has a long history of student-chaplains, 
beginning in 1954. When Harold Green, the University’s 
first campus pastor, joined the staff in 1970, he formed the 
Advisory 12 team, which then became Advisory Seven (Ad7). 
Under Green’s supervision, Ad7 planned and organized 
services for what was equivalent to a student-led church. 
Meeting in chapel, then located in what is now 
the Apple Technology Resource Center, the Ad7 team 
surrounding communities. So, the focus of this mentoring 
and developing of students for peer spiritual leadership 
transitioned to student chaplains.
When Jonathan Farrell ’03 was SGA Chaplain his senior 
year, encouragement, accountability, and care came from 
several people. 
“I had the privilege of meeting weekly with Pastor Rohm, 
every Thursday morning at 9,” Farrell said, who presently 
serves as senior pastor at Grace Church in Morton, Illinois. 
“In our time together, he cared for me personally. He’d pray 
with and encourage me. He would give me feedback on my 
messages, not a scorecard. He was affirming and helpful.  
Mark Hershey ’07, who served as SGA Chaplain his 
senior year, also received helpful counsel and insight from 
Rohm. “We talked more about personal things; it was a 
time of accountability,” he said. “We met on a weekly basis, 
checking in on how I was doing, discussing the pressure of 
the responsibilities.” 
One of the lasting lessons has been to rest in Christ and 
depend on Him. “It wasn’t about my abilities, or what I could 
or couldn’t do,” said Hershey, who currently serves as Pastor 
of Adult Ministries at Hope Community Church in Andover, 
Kansas. “God had called me, and He was going to work 
through me.”
INTENTIONAL INVESTMENT
The history of Cedarville student-chaplains is the story of 
intentional mentoring that goes beyond crafting of messages 
to the very heart of ministry, which begins with a cultivated 
devotion and honesty with Jesus and with fellow believers. 
Today’s student-chaplains are part of a Chaplains Council, 
whose goal is to help them not just speak well, but follow 
Jesus wholeheartedly. The freshman, sophomore, junior, 
and senior class chaplains — Justin Schlabach ’22, Joe 
Nealis ’21, Caleb Whicker ’20, and Ray Tiell ’19 respectively — 
along with SGA Chaplain Campbell Bortel ’19, meet weekly 
with Aaron Cook ’99, Director of Discipleship Ministries. They 
are joined on occasion by Jeremy Kimble, Assistant Professor 
of Theology, and Jon Wood, Vice President for Student Life 
and Christian Ministries.
With the council, the chaplains have the opportunity to 
preview messages and receive feedback, debriefing after 
sermons are delivered. But more than anything, the chaplains 
have found the council a place to soak in the grace of God. 
“It’s just a blessing to have that time to come together as 
people who are doing the same thing on campus, sharing 
that same role, who know what the trenches of that ministry 
look like, and the spiritual warfare we face when preparing 
a sermon, then being able to encourage and support each 
other,” said Bortel. 
“Sometimes we talk about sermons that are coming up or 
have someone walk through what they’re going to be talking 
on, and we’re offering some feedback,” Bortel added. “But 
for the most part it’s what God’s doing in our lives right now, 
going around and sharing that to just encourage each other, 
that this is what’s fueling our outpouring, and we’re holding 
each other accountable to do that.” 
What they’ve formed is a band of spiritual brothers. 
“Aaron’s good at talking about life with us — let’s talk real here 
and get to know each other,” noted Schlabach. “Sometimes 
that’s lighter things, and sometimes deeper, but what hit me 
is Aaron saying that we want to pursue holiness. How are we 
growing in our time in the Word, so that can be an outflow 
of what we’re doing on campus, not just on stage or in our 
leadership roles, but in our everyday lives: in the classroom, 
on campus, and in our own spiritual lives as well.”
“Aaron likes to say that he wants our private abiding to 
fuel our public adoration,” said Tiell. “That means almost 
every week we’re talking about what we’re learning in the 
Scriptures and in our private quiet times, what God’s teaching 
us, how we’re growing, and even how we’re struggling and 
how God is pulling us through that. That’s for us but also for 
the people we get to minister to. The deeper we know God, 
the deeper we can push people to know God.”
“We seek to have a time there where we’re talking about 
our spiritual disciplines, sharing about what God is teaching 
us in the Word, sharing our stories of how God brought us to 
Christ, and how he’s growing us now, and then seek to push 
one another toward Christlikeness,” Cook affirmed.
THREE-PRONGED APPROACH
“This is an intentional partnership between Student 
Life and Christian Ministries and the School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies,” noted Wood. “It shows curricular and 
co-curricular cooperation in a really beautiful way. That’s 
unique to Cedarville.”
For instance, all chaplains are encouraged to take Kimble’s 
first Text-Driven Preaching course, but SGA chaplains in 
particular are required to take the class before they can serve 
in that role. Students taking Kimble’s class are required to 
prepare and deliver two messages. They meet with Kimble 
prior to and after they speak to get feedback. 
There are also extra measures taken to help the chaplains 
develop their skill at receiving critique and evaluating and 
offering feedback. “When Jon Wood and I preached earlier 
this semester in chapel, we came to the Chaplains Council 
and critiqued each other’s messages as a way to model this 
process to the students,” Kimble said. “If you’re going to 
receive constructive criticism, how do you receive it, how do 
you learn from it, and how are you able to move forward in 
your preaching capacities?
“As well, it was a way to show how to critique and 
say things lovingly. How am I building up my brother to 
help him become a better communicator and preacher? 
I thought that was a good time where the student chaplains 
hopefully saw us be able to receive and give feedback and 
have it be done in a healthy way.”
HOPED-FOR OUTCOME
With all this input, feedback, accountability, and 
encouragement, it’s hoped that each chaplain will grow as 
a minister of God’s Word, but even more as a servant-leader 
whose character and focus on Christ are true no matter what 
venue they find themselves ministering in. 
“Kimble and Cook both talk about not letting your 
abilities outpace your character,” Tiell said. “It’s scary to walk 
up on that stage, and think I could very easily walk off and 
completely destroy my witness by being foolish.”
“Aaron said it best: It’s the little things that usually make 
the biggest impact,” Schlabach said. “I believe I’ve been called 
to ministry. Going into that church role, you get up there and 
preach every Sunday, but most are watching you outside of 
that. That’s something I’m being prepared for.”
“I don’t know what ministry God has for me exactly,” noted 
Bortel, who is a geology major and the only non-Bible major 
serving in a chaplain’s role this school year. “But whether I’m 
a preacher, an interim pastor, serving in church leadership 
or worship ministry, these experiences are developing my 
character and a skill set for preaching that is going to benefit 
whatever church congregation I’m in.
“This training of refining who I am and what I believe, my 
character and my skills for discipling and preaching, all these 
things are going to be valuable, whether or not I’m a pastor. 
Those are valuable because everyone’s got to share their faith 
at some point if you’re living out the commands of Scripture.”
Clem Boyd is Managing Editor of Cedarville Magazine.
CHAPEL NOTES
On Mission
The following is an excerpt from the January 9, 2019, chapel presentation by Kevin Ezell. Ezell was the keynote speaker for the 2019 
Missions Conference. Listen to his full series at cedarville.edu/chapel.
I want us to begin by looking at 
Acts 1:8: “But you will receive 
power when the Holy Spirit has 
come upon you, and you will 
be my witnesses in Jerusalem 
and in all Judea and Samaria 
and to the end of the earth.”
How can that possibly be 
done? It says clearly: “You 
will receive power when 
the Holy Spirit has come 
upon you.”
You may be saying, 
“I’m not outgoing. I’m 
a bit shy, a little awkward in front of 
people. God couldn’t use me.” That’s absolutely not 
true. Missions is not depending upon your personality. 
It’s not depending upon your persuasiveness. It’s not 
depending upon your position. It’s not depending upon 
money or manpower or methodology. It’s depending 
upon the Holy Spirit.
You’re empowered to do extraordinary things, not 
because you’re extraordinary, but because the Holy 
Spirit empowers you to do so.
God often accomplishes the greatest things through 
people who are willing and obedient and available. 
And that’s what we’re asking you to be today: to be 
on mission, to be available to go wherever God would 
have you to go. 
Next He says, “And you will be my witnesses.” This 
tells me there is no Plan B. God in His sovereignty has 
decided to use us. That includes every one of us. If you 
know Christ today, you were saved for a purpose, a 
purpose much greater than drawing a breath and 
drawing a salary but to be faithful and obedient 
to Him. 
What’s the strategy? It’s pretty simple. Once you 
receive the power of the Holy Spirit, you’ll be My 
witnesses in Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria 
and to the ends of the earth.
He’s telling us not how to go, but where to go. And 
what does He mean by Jerusalem? You’re to go right 
where you are, in your community, the very first day. 
We just see as Jesus sees, feel as Jesus feels, and do as 
Jesus did. And that’s what we need to do in order to 
reach our local community. 
And then to the ends of the earth. We’ve been 
placed among billions of people who are lost and don’t 
even know it. There’s not a better time in your life than 
right now to be very intentional as you plan the rest of 
your life, how to be on mission from this day forward.
Kevin Ezell is President of the North American Mission Board in 
Alpharetta, Georgia. 
God in His sovereignty has decided to use 
us. That includes every one of us.
I am currently studying abroad in Spain, and every day at 4 p.m., I watch chapel. It’s refreshing to actually hear English, but mostly a time to still feel a part of the Cedarville community that I miss so much. Chapel has always been my favorite thing 
about Cedarville, but I didn’t realize how much I loved it and how fortunate we are to have it every day until I came here and 
didn’t have that opportunity. Yes, I watch it online, but it isn’t the same as being in the same room as more than 3,000 other 
people who are worshipping the Lord. Being able to stream chapel every day has been such a blessing and encouragement for me!
Abbey Jacobs ’20
CHAPEL NOTES
Beloved by God
The following is an excerpt from a February 12, 2019, chapel presentation by Andrew Peterson. Listen to his 
full remarks at cedarville.edu/chapel.
I confess, a mighty fear of irrelevance drove me to 
this vocation. A pressing anxiety that unless you looked 
back at me with a smile and a nod and said, “Oh, I see 
you; you exist, and we’re glad you showed up,” I might 
just wither away and die. 
That’s not exactly a noble reason to fling your 
creations into the world, but it’s a decent place to start. 
After that, the Lord can redeem your impulse for self-
preservation by easing you toward love, which is never 
about self. 
You have to climb out from under the bushel 
and share your light with those around you. You 
have to believe that you’re precious to the King of 
creation and not just a waste of space. You and I are 
anything but irrelevant. Don’t let the enemy tell you 
anything different. 
We all bear God’s image. We’re walking temples 
of the Spirit, bashful brides of Christ, living stones, a 
grand house as holy and as precious as anything else 
in the universe. 
Who do I think I am, anyway? We need not look 
anywhere but to the eyes of our Savior for our true 
identity, an identity that is profoundly complex, 
unfathomably deep as the sea. And yet can be boiled 
down to one little word: beloved. That’s it. That’s why 
it’s so silly and so perilous to use your gifting to clothe 
yourself with meaning. Those clothes will never quite fit. 
Do you see how God redeemed and continues to 
redeem the broken and selfish motives that drove me 
here? How all those fears that 
bang around in my head are 
gathered, sifted like wheat, and 
then turned into something 
better than self-expression, 
self-preservation?
I ’ l l  probably always 
be self-conscious. I have 
to fight it in the familiar 
territory of selfishness 
unti l  the Holy Spir i t 
w i n n o w s  m y  w o r k 
into something loving 
and lovable.
I ’m  no  longer  su rp r i s ed  by 
my capacity for self-doubt, but I ’ve learned 
that the only way to victory is to lose myself, 
to surrender to sacredness, which is safer than 
insecurity. I have to accept the fact that I’m beloved 
by God.
Andrew Peterson is a Dove Award-nominated singer- 
songwriter who has produced 11 studio albums, with his most 
recent, Resurrection Letters Vol. 1, released March 2018. He is 
also the author of the The Wingfeather Saga, which has been 
released as an animated short film. 
You and I are anything but irrelevant. Don’t 
let the enemy tell you anything different.
Watch Chapel on Your Smartphone or Tablet With CU Chapel+
Livestream chapel and access other Cedarville videos on demand with the  
CU Chapel+ app.  Learn more at cedarville.edu/cuChapelPlus. 
Something remarkable is happening at 
Cedarville University.
In an environment of significant 
spiritual and cultural headwinds, 
declining population of college-age 
students, and higher standards of 
accountability for the value of higher 
education, Cedarville University has 
witnessed substantial enrollment 
growth and strengthening of its 
financial position. We see this as 
evidence of God’s generous grace and 
provision through His people.
The Lord has blessed this place with 
12 years of record enrollments. This 
year, for the first time in the University’s 
132-year history, total enrollment 
surpassed 4,000, with 4,193 students 
enrolled in undergraduate, graduate, 
and College Now programs.
This year’s freshman class was 
the largest in our history. More than 
900 first-year students began their 
1,000 days of strategic and intentional 
equipping for godly service and 
vocational distinction in the fall.
God ’ s  hand  has  been  upon 
Cedarville, allowing not only growth 
in size, but in Gospel impact, in 
programs offered, and in new residence 
halls and learning spaces. There is a 
transformational change happening in 
the cornfields of Ohio.
One of the places where this change 
is most evident is chapel.
In 2016, Cedarville embarked on a 
considerable upgrade of the Jeremiah 
Chapel. The $3 million campaign 
would mark the first major overhaul 
of this iconic facility, which has hosted 
daily chapel since its opening on 
October 7, 1996.
The ensuing renovation, which took 
place in the summer of 2016, replaced 
298 pews with 3,400 individual seats, 
THRIVING CAMPUS, EXPANDING CHAPEL
MORE SEATING NEEDED FOR GROWING STUDENT BODY
many of which were purchased by donors 
and included a nameplate on the back 
with a Bible citation. In addition to new 
seating, the chapel’s carpet was replaced 
and lighting, sound, video, and the 
stage were upgraded. It was an amazing 
transformation funded by donors’ gifts.
This spring and summer, the chapel 
will expand and grow again. Completing 
the original design for expansion, the 
two remaining classrooms at the back of 
the chapel will be converted to seating, 
adding room for 320.
“This chapel experience is unique to 
Cedarville,” Albert Grunenwald, Associate 
Vice President for Development, said. 
“We’re expanding strategically so we can 
maintain that core community experience 
where all students, faculty, and staff can 
come together during the day, every 
day during the week. That experience 
is a common element that alumni share 
with us as one of their most memorable 
on campus.”
The chapel expansion is the leading 
edge of a comprehensive 10-year master 
plan that will engage new funding 
partners and expand infrastructure and 
facilities in order to address needs of 
the growing student body and advance 
Cedarville’s mission to provide an 
excellent education for the Word of God 
and the Testimony of Jesus Christ. 
Whether it is this chapel expansion or 
the planned construction of a Chick-fil-A 
and secondary dining space adjoining 
Centennial Library or the addition of a 
civil engineering building, a new home for 
the School of Business Administration, or 
a long-awaited liberal arts building at the 
front of campus, all of these projects will 
enable us to continue serving the growing 
number of students who desire a genuine 
Christian education committed to the 
authority of God’s Word with a passion for 
the Great Commission.
These are exciting days at Cedarville 
University, and we invite you to partner 
with us!
If you would like to make a gift to The Cedarville Fund to support the chapel 
expansion project, visit give.cedarville.edu/jeremiahexpansion.
Chartered in 1887, Cedarville 
was a dream waiting to  
become a reality.  
When William Gibson passed away, 
he left 2 percent of his estate for  
the new college. That bequest 
allowed Cedarville to open its  
doors to students.
Now 130 years later, your bequest 
will provide Christ-centered 
education for generations to come. 
Let Advancement help you discover 
how to leave your legacy!
Your Bequest,
Your Legacy
1-888-233-2784
cedarville.edu/giftlegacy
C r a s h
Course
A test drive of the classroom 
experience (without the final exam)
PROGRAM TITLE
Worship Practicum 
INSTRUCTOR
Roger O’Neel 
Associate Professor of Worship 
Assistant Chair, Worship
DESCRIPTION
Intended for worship majors during their junior and 
senior year, this class helps students refine their worship 
leadership abilities. Students learn to plan a worship 
service that includes singing, Scripture reading, videos, 
and congregational call and response elements, and 
then put it to practice with real-world experience leading 
worship both in class and outside of class. As part of the 
coursework, students discuss current trends in worship 
and advanced worship leading topics.  
BIG IDEA
At the end of this practicum experience, students are able 
to:
• Recall principles of effective worship leading
• Demonstrate ability to plan and lead in worship events 
from platform skills to “behind the scenes” planning
• Articulate their own philosophy of worship
• Demonstrate ability to think critically about the topic of 
worship ministry
• Develop a personal worship ministry portfolio
LEARN MORE:
cedarville.edu/worship
“Not only do we get to talk about using these different 
elements of the worship experience, but then we get 
to practice them by planning and carrying out praise 
chapels. It has taught me that it is extremely important 
to know the spiritual needs of the body of believers you 
are serving and to use that knowledge to plan services 
that are geared specifically toward that group.”
Josh Graham ’19
Wiersbe Library Coming to Cedarville
Warren Wiersbe,  one of  the 
foremost Bible teachers, professors, 
and authors of the 20th century, a man 
known as the pastor’s pastor, has gifted 
his vast personal library to Cedarville 
University.
Cedarville University will become 
the repository for Wiersbe’s collection 
of books, estimated somewhere 
between 13,000 and 14,000 titles. This 
impressive collection of commentaries, 
nonfiction publications, and works of 
literature will be housed in the Warren 
and Betty Wiersbe Library and Reading 
Room, to be located in Cedarville’s 
Center for Biblical and Theological 
Studies.
From 1971 to 1978, Wiersbe pastored 
Moody Church in downtown Chicago. 
He ministered over the radio through 
his Songs in the Night at Moody and 
with Back to the Bible radio network 
from 1980 to 1993. Wiersbe is a prolific 
author, having written more than 170 
books, including his most recent title, 
Delights & Disciplines of Bible Study: A 
Guidebook for Studying God’s Word. 
To honor his long-term friendship 
with Cedarville and his commitment 
to the cause of Christ, Wiersbe was 
awarded an honorary Doctor of Letters 
degree on January 26, 1987, as part of 
the University’s Centennial Celebration.
“Dr. Wiersbe’s life and ministry has 
been committed to the right handling 
of the Scriptures, and pouring into 
others who would do likewise,” 
Cedarville President Thomas White 
said. “Cedarville has been blessed to 
steward this considerable collection, 
which is more than books on shelves, 
but because of the marginal notes 
and observations, is the accumulated 
wisdom and insight of one of the great 
servants of the church in the 20th 
century. We thank God for this amazing 
privilege.”
“When I thought about the students 
at Cedarville, and they perhaps would 
not be able to get some of these books, 
the Lord convinced me this was the 
thing to do,” Wiersbe said. “I pray God 
will continue to use Cedarville to turn 
out balanced, evangelical preachers 
and missionaries. Just keep up what 
you’re doing because you’re turning out 
some wonderful people.”
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Upcoming Events
March 
 23 CedarMania
 27 God Revealed Apologetics Conference
April
 4–6, 12–14 Spring Play: The Spitfire Grill
 5 CU Friday
 12 All-Access Orientation
 19–22 Easter Break
May
 4 123rd Annual Commencement
June
 3–7 Academic Camps: Engineering, Geology, 
Molecular Biology, Theatre, Worship
 10–14 Academic Camps: Music, Pharmacy, 
Worship, Writing
 17–21 Academic Camps: Athletic Training, 
Engineering, Forensic Science, Nursing
 24–28 Academic Camps: Art and Design, 
Criminal Justice, Psychology,
July
 8–12 Academic Camp: History and 
Government
cedarville.edu/events
JOIN OUR 
MISSION-DRIVEN TEAM
cedarville.edu/jobs
Cedarville is currently hiring assistant  
and associate professors in the  
following academic departments: 
 § Communication: Audio, Visual Media
 § Business: Management Science
 § Business: Marketing
 § History and Government: Criminal 
Justice
CAREERS  CEDARVILLE
shellycallahan @shellyc7719 ∙ January 18
I’m so proud of the 11 Cedarville University students 
standing at the @March_for_Life today especially 
because my daughter is one of them! #MarchForLife2019
Brian White @brianwhiteHBCNI ∙ January 26
Just returned from the Trustee meetings @cedarville 
- God is doing an incredible work at CU! Academic 
excellence, purposeful discipleship, Gospel preparation - 
For the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ!
Susan Woolverton @SusieWoolverton ∙ February 6
I am reminded over and over again that sending our kids 
to @cedarville has been worth every sacrifice that we 
have made. Thank you for being a university that not only 
provides an excellent education, but also a place where 
my children have grown in Christ. #wortheverypenny
Patrick Estepp @CoachEstepp ∙ January 24
Thank you @cedarville for a great atmosphere at our 
game tonight! You made a big impact! @CUJackets That 
support means a great deal to @CedarvilleMBB
Dakoda @mcneal_dakoda ∙ January 27
What an amazing conference! I learned so much about 
music and worship. I am sad that it is over already. This 
team is awesome. Life church needs to be ready for the 
awesomeness the Holy Spirit is going to bring for worship. 
GOD IS SO GOOD! #CedarvilleUniversity #worship424
Chloe Vaughn @chloe_vaughn9 ∙ February 6 
Very blessed to continue my academic and athletic career 
at Cedarville University. Proud to be a Yellow Jacket. 
Thankful for everyone who has supported and helped me 
along the way!
Phone App Advances Great Commission 
There are more than 
4,000 ethnic groups 
with no portion of the 
Bible in their language 
and 1,500 with only 
the New Testament or 
parts of the Bible. But a 
smartphone application 
designed by Cedarville University computer 
science students is crunching a process that 
would normally take years into hours and has 
the potential for changing the landscape of 
modern missions. 
The Story Producer smartphone app is a 
do-it-yourself evangelism discipleship tool 
for reaching minority language communities 
where communication is mainly oral and a 
written language either does not exist or is in 
the early stages of development. 
Cedarville’s computer science students 
have been designing, updating, and 
improving the app for the past three years. 
Seniors who began programming the app this 
school year are Lindsey Carroll ’19 (Pinellas 
Park, Florida); Aaron Cannon ’19 (Canton, 
Michigan); Justin Stallard ’19 (Clearwater, 
Kansas); Benjamin Ratkey ’19 (Madison, 
Wisconsin); Jonathan Taylor ’19 (Westfield, 
Wisconsin); and Nathan Herr ’19 (Linden, 
Wisconsin).  
“I had no idea how God was going to 
bring this dream to fruition,” explained Robin 
Rempel, a missionary 
w h o  h a s  s e r v e d  i n 
Papua New Guinea and 
Africa, who developed 
the idea for the app 
as a part of her recent 
work with International 
Media Services, which is 
associated with Wycliffe Bible Translators. 
“What Cedarville has accomplished over 
the last three years has been worth literally $1 
million,” she continued. “But more than the 
monetary value, I believe this app will impact 
hundreds, even thousands, of people groups 
in the course of the next 10-15 years.” 
98.3%
OF 2018 CEDARVILLE GRADS ARE
After Two ACL Injuries, Abby Wolford ’19 Finishes Strong
“It felt like someone literally shot my 
knee. It was the worst pain I’d ever felt in 
my life.” That’s how redshirt guard Abby 
Wolford ’19 described her season-ending 
injury that kept her off the court for her 
entire season more than two years ago.
Last year, Wolford was primed for a 
comeback. But in her first game back, she 
felt an uncomfortable sensation in her knee. 
“I remember feeling a pop, and I kind of 
freaked out a little,” she recalled. 
After seeking medical attention, Wolford learned 
heartbreaking news: For the second time in about a year, she 
had torn her ACL.
While the mountain in front of her seemed impossible to 
scale, Abby’s second ACL recovery was more efficient than 
her first. However, it would cost her junior season, her second 
year in a row off the court.
But for this 2018–19 campaign, Wolford has made it back 
where she belongs: on the court.
“I remember feeling like a freshman again, being so 
excited to put my uniform on,” Wolford said of returning 
this season. And while Wolford still 
doesn’t think she’s consistently at 100 
percent, a midseason win over Hillsdale 
was the first time she came close to 
that feeling.
This season, she co-led the team in 
scoring with 12.3 points per game and 
connected on 38 percent of her three-point 
tries. She gives credit to God for bringing 
her through the injuries and back on the 
court. She also credits the environment at Cedarville for 
propelling her to battle through season-ending injuries in two 
consecutive seasons.
 “I could not have gone through those two years 
at any other school,” Wolford declared. “The prayers, 
encouragement, my teammates, coaches, and athletic 
department. I feel so blessed.”
Tim Miller ’20 is the Student Assistant in the Cedarville University Sports 
Information department.
Yellow Jacket Pole Vaulter Second in NCAA Division II
Tommy Ansiel ’21 became just the second Yellow Jacket to 
clear 17 feet in the pole vault during the Cedarville Collegiate 
Invitational at the Doden Field House on February 1.
Ansiel went 17-2.75 (5.25 meters) to make the NCAA 
Division II automatic qualifying mark with the No. 
2 effort in the country to date. Two-time NAIA indoor 
champion Jason Scott ’07 previously held all 10 marks in 
the school’s Top 10. Ansiel now holds the third best mark. 
“It was completely a gift from God to have a 
breakout performance so much higher than I had ever 
jumped before,” Ansiel said. “I really am just thankful 
for the abilities God has given me and aim to glorify 
Him in how I use them.” 
Men’s and Women’s Basketball Post Strong Seasons 
The Cedarville men’s and women’s 
basketball teams both had winning regular 
seasons this year. The Lady Jackets grabbed 
a share of the G-MAC regular-season 
championship and qualified for their 
seventh straight G-MAC Championship 
postseason tournament. The team posted 
22 victories against six defeats overall and 
finished the regular season with six straight 
wins. They were an impressive 18-4 in 
conference play, with a perfect home record of 13-0.  
Outstanding regular season performers this year include 
guard and captain Abby Wolford ’19 (featured on the opposite 
page), who averaged 12.3 points a game, hit 38 percent from 
three-point range, and made 82 percent of her free throws; 
Ashlyn Huffman ’21, who also averaged 12.3 points a game, 
hit 42 percent of her three-point attempts, and put away 86 
percent of her free throws; and Baylee Bennett ’19, who scored 
12 points per game and hit 91 percent from the charity stripe 
and 47 percent of her three-point tries.
The men’s team registered an overall 
record of 17 wins and 11 losses, with a 14-6 
conference record. One of those conference 
victories came with a December 1 82-69 
win against perennial G-MAC powerhouse 
Findlay, who was then ranked ninth in 
the country in NCAA Division II. The men 
qualified for the G-MAC Championship 
postseason tournament, their sixth in the 
last seven seasons. 
Forward Conner TenHove ’21 led the scoring for the 
men’s team, securing 15.4 points per game, putting away 
47 percent of his three-pointers, and hitting 68 of his 71 
free throw attempts for a 96 percent effort. Guard Branden 
Maughmer ’22 averaged 14.2 points per game for the Yellow 
Jackets and hit 42 percent of his three-point attempts. Guard 
Grant Zawadzki ’19 scored 10.9 points per game, nailed 87 
percent of his free throw tries, and put away 37 percent of his 
shots from beyond the arc.
 
Summer Athletic Camps
This summer, Cedarville University Athletics will offer the following athletic camps. For more information, visit 
cedarville.edu/sportscamps or call 937-766-3050. 
INDIVIDUAL
Boys Basketball Elite  June 1 and June 7
High School Boys Soccer ID Clinic June 13–15
Girls Basketball Post/Perimeter Elite June 14
Girls Basketball June 16–19
Boys and Girls Soccer – Day Camp June 17–21
Boys Basketball June 23–27
Women’s Soccer Elite Residential July 1–3
Boys Soccer Overnight July 11–14
Volleyball Elite July 14–16
Volleyball July 16–18
TEAM
Girls Basketball June 10–12
Boys Basketball June 20–22
Girls Soccer Residential July 1–3
Cheerleading July 2–4
Boys Soccer July 7–9
Girls Volleyball July 18–20
Girls Volleyball Spiketacular July 20
Kimble Appointed Director of Center for Biblical Integration
In February, Jeremy Kimble, Assistant Professor of Theology, 
was named Director of Cedarville’s Center for Biblical 
Integration (CBI). Kimble had served as interim director the 
last two years. 
CBI promotes the biblical and theological understanding 
of faculty members on campus, so they can grow in their 
ability to apply biblical truth to their teaching and research. 
“The Center serves as a resource to help faculty establish 
and build upon a biblical and theological foundation,” noted 
Kimble. “We want to come alongside them as they endeavor to 
think theologically about their respective academic disciplines 
and discern the connecting points between biblical-theological 
truth and all of life.”
To assist in this endeavor, the CBI holds annual academic 
lectures and offers specific assistance to new faculty, and 
provides ongoing theological training and support for faculty 
development. CBI also reviews and comments on faculty 
member’s integration papers and purchases key works for 
the resource room, located in the Center for Biblical and 
Theological Studies. 
“I am thrilled to serve in this role at Cedarville University,” 
Kimble said. “My hope is that we will continue as a faculty 
to build on solid biblical interpretation and theological 
understanding for the sake of developing an all-encompassing 
Christian worldview that impacts the way we think and teach 
within our respective academic disciplines.”
To learn more about CBI, visit cedarville.edu/CBI.
SUMMER 
2019
READY FOR THE
BEST SUMMER EVER?
Music, engineering, nursing, pharmacy, writing, science, theatre, 
and so much more await high school students at one of Cedarville’s 
summer academic camps! They will spend a week exploring their 
passion with incredible instructors and cool college students. The 
friends they make will share their interests and provide intellectual 
motivation and lots of fun.
There’s something for everyone at  
cedarville.edu/academiccamps
ACADEMIC CAMPS
CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY
On October 7, 1996, Cedarville students gathered for the last time in the old Jeremiah Chapel, built in 1976. 
They collected all the hymnals and transported them in an extraordinary and memorable procession to the 
new Jeremiah Chapel inside the Dixon Ministry Center. Once inside the chapel, University President Paul 
Dixon led the first chapel service in the new space. To watch a video that captures the momentous day, go to 
cedarville.edu/1996chapelmove. And what happened to the former chapel? It’s now the Apple Technology 
Resource Center. 
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Making the decision to attend college 
10 hours away from my home in Aiken, 
South Carolina, was not an easy one. I 
would be away from everything 
and everyone I ever knew. 
Despite my concerns, it took 
only 48 hours on the campus of 
Cedarville University for my life 
to change dramatically. 
During my second night on 
campus, I attended Fall Bible 
Conference with Clayton King 
speaking. He talked about weakness and 
what that looked like for the Apostle Paul 
in 2 Corinthians. It was that night when 
chapel at Cedarville became so much 
more than a building to me. 
It is hard to summarize what 10 
years of doubting and wrestling with 
your salvation feels like. I had convinced 
myself countless times that I had faith, 
but I still lived with overwhelming 
anxiety. From the first few minutes of the 
sermon that night, I knew the Lord was 
calling. I wanted to talk with someone, so 
I walked toward the stage. I was blinded 
by tears, which led me to bump into Dr. 
White. I gave my life to the Lord that 
night on the chapel steps with Dr. White 
beside me, and I experienced a peace 
unlike anything this world has to offer. 
Chapel became real. It was no longer 
a building filled with 4,000 strangers. 
It was a daily resting place, with 4,000 
brothers and sisters in Christ sharing 
the college experience together. It was 
sophomore class chapel where, as 
Sophomore Class President, I stood and 
gave announcements on the very stage 
where I’d given my life to Christ freshman 
year. It was Proverbs and the “Way of 
Wisdom” sermon series by Dr. White 
my junior year. Now, it is Ephesians and 
learning the true source of my identity, 
truths that are so meaningful to me as a 
graduating senior. 
It will soon be senior class 
chapel, where we will stand 
on stage as the class of 2019, 
one final time together. I 
think of every sermon series 
by Dr. White, every class 
council chapel, every prayer, 
every worship song, and I’m 
overwhelmed by the work God 
has been doing in my heart, to grow and 
prepare me for where I am now. 
Chapel. Where do I even begin? It 
is hard to put into words exactly how 
chapel has affected me during my four 
years at Cedarville. The heartbeat of 
campus has become my heartbeat. It 
is where my life truly changed, where 
conviction took hold, where worship 
became real, and where God revealed His 
faithfulness and mercy to me daily, no 
matter my brokenness. When I walked 
through the doors for the first time, I had 
no idea what awaited me in chapel, but 
God did. He knew that Cedarville would 
become a home, day by day, sermon 
by sermon, and prayer by prayer, all 
under the chapel lights, and for that, I’m 
overwhelmingly thankful. 
I often look at those chapel steps. 
I am reminded of the broken and lost 
freshman who kneeled on those steps, 
who is now, by the grace and mercy of 
our God, a graduating senior. I’m now 
prepared, because of my four years in 
chapel, to proclaim Gospel truths to a lost 
world. And I am humbled and grateful. 
Logan Stringfield ’19 is Senior Class President 
at Cedarville University.
Chapel Changed My Life
Register now by visiting cedarville.edu/cedarvilleopen. Registration deadline: May 15, 2019.
May 28, 2019
Country Club of the North
Beavercreek, Ohio
Join us for a day of golf, great food, and amazing 
prizes. All proceeds benefit the Cedarville Scholarship 
Fund, providing tuition assistance to students with 
financial need.
Thank you for supporting students and helping 
advance Cedarville’s vision to transform lives for godly 
service and vocational distinction.
2019
 CEDARVILLE SCHOLARSHIP
 GOLF OPEN
Presented by
MINISTRY SKILLS
expand your
WITH CEDARVILLE’S  ONLINE MASTER OF MINISTRY DEGREE
Learn more: cedarville.edu/mmin
Start now, and you'll be eligible for a  
$1,000 Ministry Scholarship*!
*  Scholarship will be divided equally and applied to the student’s account 
during the first two semesters of enrollment; total scholarship may not 
exceed tuition charges.
WALK IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
and Be Inspired by the World-Famous
Oberammergau Passion Play
June 4—13, 2020
Tour Host: Dr. Craig Miller ’79, Senior Pastor,  
Grace Baptist Church, Cedarville, Ohio
Tour Teacher: Dr. Billy Marsh, Cedarville Assistant Professor 
of Theology and Luther Expert
For more information and to register, visit RegisterNow.Ittworld.com  Use Tour Code Miller20
utherI
